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Your Health with Dr. Richard & Cindy Becker – Monday-Friday 10:00 

AM CST 

 

Air Date             News & Issues 

 

07/1/2015 – 09/30/2015 Richard L. Becker, D.O. is a physician in north Texas, 

where he and his wife, Cindy, host the daily television 

talk show, Your Health with Dr. Richard and Cindy 

Becker. The Beckers bring a practical approach to 

health education through timely topics, interesting and 

renowned guests, and live viewer calls. Cindy 

demonstrates healthy cooking with easy to make 

economical dishes for a healthy lifestyle. 

 

Know The Cause with Doug Kaufmann – Monday-Friday 11:00 & 11:30 

AM CST 

 

Air Date             News & Issues 

 

07/1/2015 – 09/30/2015 In an era of big pharmaceuticals, billion dollar hospitals, 

and nationwide health care debates, Doug Kaufmann 

emphasizes the importance of diet, exercise, and safe 

alternatives to the often deadly methods offered by 

conventional medicine. 

 

 

Walker High School Athletics LIVE – Friday 6:30PM 

 

Air Date   News & Issues 

09/4/2015 – 09/25/2015 Live Broadcast of Walker High School’s Basketball, 

Baseball & Softball games 
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Dianne Andrews In Black & White – Fridays 7:30 AM 

 

Air Date   News & Issues 

 

07/1/2015 – 09/30/2015 Dianne Andrews- entrepreneur, motivational speaker, 

author, philanthropist-is the compelling host of the 

controversial show “Dianne Andrews, In Black & White”. 

This is the show that everyone is buzzing about. “In 

Black & White’s” content will make you stop, look, listen 

and consider the pertinent issues as Dianne uses her 

engaging interviewing style. Dianne has found national 

and local topics that affect all of us. No matter what 

race, gender, or religion you will be enlightened and 

entertained. The host will bring you experts with differing 

points of view on the same topic. You can then make 

your decision as to what to believe as this topic relates 

to your world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


